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TV3 Ident Styleguide
General Info
The following is intended as a guide
for generating channel idents as part
of TV3's updated identity.
Idents are created in Adobe After
Effects, with single or multiple still
images or moving clips.
There are four different lengths of
ident available: 2, 4, 5, and 7 seconds.
There are three alternative
animations for each ident length. This
gives a total of 12 compositions in
the After Effects project (AEP.) These
alternatives exist to add variety and
variation to the identity.
All idents start and end with the TV3
logo, which rotates to reveal content
within the logo.
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TV3 Ident Styleguide
Adding Content
Content can be either still images,
footage or a combination of both.
Two second idents use only a single
image or clip.

Content
This is an ident without content. The logo
and background have an alpha channel that
frames content like a window. The green
represents the content and can be replaced
with a still image or footage.

The four and five second idents have
the possibility of showing up to two
images or clips. Or can of course
display single images/clips.
The seven second idents have the
possibility of displaying up to three
images/clips or alternatively a single
image/clip.
Clips are added by replacing the
layers that are marked 'Content A'
(Green), 'Content B' (Blue) and
'Content C' (Red)

Multiple Content
These images show multiple content setup
with a Luma Matte track matte applied.

'Content A' is placed beneath the logo
animation. 'Content B & C' are placed
above with Luma Matte track
mattes applied.
Tip: Replacing a content layer in After
Effects: Select one of the content layers
in the timeline and drag and drop a
new image or clip from the project
window whilst holding down the
Alt button.
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Backgrounds
There are two different backgrounds
to choose from: light or dark.

Light

They should be used in equal
measure so as to create variation and
variety. The majority of idents should
work with either background.
The dark background is on by default
in the After Effects project. Each
composition has a layer at the top
called 'Light BG'. This can be turned
on or off by clicking the eye symbol to
the left of the timeline.
Dark
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Selecting Good Content
Content can be almost anything
from generic, abstract or graphic to
content related.
When creating a content based ident
it is important to keep in mind that
the ident has a different purpose than
a promo. The purpose of the ident is
to create a visual identity for
the channel.
Still images and/or clips can be used
in creation of idents, but keep in mind
that a great still image will always be
better than a mediocre clip.
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TV3 Ident Styleguide
Finding the 'Moment'
When selecting clips/footage as
cotent for idents, there are several
things to look out for.

Leaves
A dynamic, exciting great example of a
'moment.'

Always try to find a 'moment' where
something visually interesting
happens. For example the moment
when a diver hits the water and
creates a splash. Or just as a firework
explodes, or the moment a car
crashes into a fruit stall sending
oranges rolling across the street!
A 'moment' can also be a tranquil
forrest scene with rays of sun
beaming through the trees as autum
leaves slowly fall to the ground, or
heads of corn blowing in the wind.

Splash
Another example of a 'moment' caught in
action.

Shots usually work well in slow
motion, and shots with a static
camera or slow and controlled
camera movements are prefferred.
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TV3 Ident Styleguide
Quality of Content
Content, both still images and clips
should be a minimum of HD in quality
- 1920px x 1080px or higher.

Bad
Upscaled content is blurry and unclear and
should be avoided.

Content should not be scaled up to fit
the composition.

Good
Good content should always be crisp, sharp
and clear.
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TV3 Ident Styleguide
Framing Content
Content should have focus in the
center of the image, as this area of
the screen is visible throughout the
duration of the animation.

Bad
Appears to be a striking image, but when
used as content for an ident the lack of focus
in the center of the image becomes
a problem.

Images with people who are at the
edge of the frame will not work as
they will be cropped out and covered
up by the animation.

Better
This image, with a focal point in the center of
the image gives a much better result.
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Letterboxed Content
Footage with letterbox must be
scaled up so that the black bars are
not visible.

Bad
A dark, badly framed image with black
letterbox bars is not a great example of what
a good ident can be.

Better
The same image re-cropped, graded and
repositioned makes for a much better
alternative.
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TV3 Ident Styleguide
Bad Compositions, Text/Graphics
Here are two more examples of
content that does not work within the
ident animations.
Any footage/imagery with text or
graphics/logos on should be avoided.

Bad
Not necessarily a bad image, but not a great
choice for an ident. Too little focus in the
center of the image. People are too close to
the edges of the image and will be cut out
of frame.

Bad
Images featuring text should be avoided
as they are a distraction that the viewer is
unable to read, and visually messy. A picture
speaks a thousand words!
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Close Ups
Close ups of people work well when
they are instantly recognisable
actors/characters.

Hero
An actor/character that is instantly
recognisable makes for a good choice for
close up framing.

Hero
Another example of an instantly recognisable
actor framed in close up.
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2 Second Idents
There are three alternative
animations of the two second
idents available.

2 Sec Ident
Although a busy image, this content works
well because the focus is in the center.

Either still image or moving footage
can be used in these idents.
Visually striking and uncomplicated
content is preferred. These idents are
very short and benefit from images
that are easily recognisable.
Clips should be a single shot, with no
cuts and not feature people who are
in conversation or talking towards
the camera.
Content where the action/focus is
centered will be most effective in
all idents.

2 Sec Ident
Content with an easily recognisable celebrity,
centered and with clean background works
well in this short ident.
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4 & 5 Second Idents
There are three alternative
animations of the four and five
second idents available.

4, 5 Sec Ident
First content from ident with two
clips/images.

Either still image or moving footage
can be used in these idents.
Visually striking and uncomplicated
content is preferred.
The four and five second idents have
the possibility of showing up to two
images or clips. Or can of course
display single images/clips.
Clips should be a single shot, with no
cuts and not feature people who are
in conversation or talking towards
the camera.

4, 5 Sec Ident
Second content from ident with two
clips/images.

Content where the action/focus is
centered will be most effective in
all idents.
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7 Second Idents
There are three alternative
animations of the seven second
idents available.
Either still image or moving footage
can be used in these idents.

7 Sec Ident
The following images show a seven second
ident with three clips.
Content A.

Visually striking and uncomplicated
content is preferred.
The seven second idents have the
possibility of showing up to three
images or clips. Or can of course
display single images/clips.
Clips should be a single shot, with no
cuts and not feature people who are
in conversation or talking towards
the camera.

7 Sec Ident
The same ident - Content B & C.

Content where the action/focus is
centered will be most effective in
all idents.
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Themed Idents
When choosing content for themed
idents (IE: Christmas / Easter, etc) be
careful not to choose clichéd imagery.
We want to show TV3 as a thoughtful
and sophisticated channel. Easter for
example can be referenced without
showing rabbits, eggs and chickens.

Bad
An example of a bad choice of content.
This image has bad composition, too high
contrast and is a clichéd, or too obvious
choice of content.

Better
This image is an example of a more
sophisticated choice of content for a themed
ident. A subtler way of referencing Easter. A
sharp, striking image, with depth and a well
balanced grade.
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Seasonal Idents
Seasonal idents should embody the
spirit of a season, and can feature
landscapes or people in seasonal
appropriate activities.

Summer
Summer and swimming are synonymous
with each other. This image/clip is well
composed and is a great example of a
'moment' that is encapsulated within the
ident animation.

Winter
A great image, sharp and detailed, well
composed with a clear focal point in the
center of the image.
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